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Abstract

DJ techniques are an important part of popular music culture but that are so far not very well researched because of the lack of annotated databases of DJ mixes. We first offer an overview of the necessary components to annotate recorded mixes automatically, which are: fingerprinting to obtain the tracklist, alignment to determine where in the mix each track starts and stops, time-scaling to determine what tempo changes were applied to achieve beat-synchronicity, unmixing to estimate the fade curves for volume, bass and treble, and content and metadata analysis to derive the genre and social tags attached to the music to inform about the choices a DJ makes when creating a mix. Most of these components have been addressed by recent MIR research, except the alignment part for which we will give a first attempt using multi-scale correlation and dynamic time warping.

1. Introduction

This submission offers one missing brick in a larger research agenda to understand DJ practices—an important part of popular music culture. The outcomes from such an understanding are many, for instance musicological research in popular music, cultural studies on DJ practice and reception, music technology for computer support of DJing, automation of DJ mixing for entertainment or commercial purposes. So far, DJ techniques are not very well researched for the lack of annotated databases of DJ mixes.

In order to be able to annotate recorded mixes automatically, several components are needed, see figure 1:

- **Identification** of the contained tracks (e.g. fingerprinting) to obtain the playlist.
- **Alignment** to determine where in the mix each track starts and stops.
- **Time-scaling** to determine what tempo changes were applied to achieve beat-synchronicity.
- **Unmixing** to estimate the fade curves for volume, bass and treble, and the parameters of other effects (compression, echo, etc.)
- **Content and metadata analysis** to derive the genre and social tags attached to the music to inform about the choices a DJ makes when creating a mix.
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Figure 1. Overview of the larger context of information retrieval from DJ practices.

Most of these components have been addressed by recent MIR research, except the alignment part for which we will give here a first attempt using multi-scale correlation and dynamic time warping.

With some refinements, a massive amount of training data extracted from the vast number of collections of existing mixes could be made amenable to research in DJ practices, cultural studies, and automatic mixing methods.

2. Related Work

First of all, there is much more existing research in the field of *studio mixing*, where a stereo track is to be produced from individual multi-track recordings and software instruments by means of a mixing desk or DAW, e.g. [2]. This research field has produced ground truth databases [3] and has some overlap with DJ mixing, when we see the latter as mixing just two source tracks, but the studied parameters and influencing factors differ too much from what is needed for DJ mixing. There is quite some existing work on tools to help DJs produce mixes, e.g. [1, 6, 7], but much less regarding information retrieval from recorded mixes. The first work opening up research on information retrieval from DJ mixes [9] tackles the identification of the tracks within the mix by fingerprinting. The authors also produce a database of ground truth annotations of playlists with rough start and stop times of tracks. Ramona and Richard [8] tackle the unmixing problem for radio broadcast mixes, i.e. retrieving the fader positions of...
the mixing desk for several known and one unknown input signals, having sample-aligned source signals at their disposal. There is rare work on the inversion of other processing applied to the signal [4], notably compression [5].

3. MIX ALIGNMENT

The starting point for our method is the result of the previous stage of identification and retrieval on existing DJ mixes (see figure 1), or specially contrived databases for the study of DJ practices: We assume a recorded DJ mix, a playlist (the list of tracks played in the correct order), and the audio files of the original tracks. Our method proceeds in two steps: We first perform a rough alignment of the concatenated tracks with the mix by DTW, and refine that alignment to close in to sample precision.

The rough alignment uses the MFCC data of the mix and the concatenated MFCCs of the tracks as input. The DTW alignment path not only gives us the relative positioning of the tracks in the mix, but also their possible speed up or slow down to achieve beat-synchronous mixing or smoother evolution of the tempo of the mix.

Given the rough alignment by DTW, we then search for the best sample alignment by shifting a window of the size of an MFCC frame, taken from the middle of the track, around its predicted rough frame position in the mix. The minimum sum of square distances then determines the sample alignment.

4. EVALUATION

We tried the method on 3 collections of DJ mixes. The first collection is artificial mix data generated by mixing short excerpts of songs with given start points and volume fades. Unsurprisingly, the system can retrieve the start points precisely to the sample, since no phase or volume alterations of the digital signal took place.

The second collection has been provided by a project partner of the EU project ABC_DJ. These are 2 lounge mixes of pop songs with mild tempo adaptations. The ground truth start/end points can be retrieved with an average error of 0.148 seconds, $\sigma = 0.36$.

The third dataset has been constituted in [9]. Unfortunately, it does not give information about the start point of the track in the mix.

The claim for sample accurate alignment can still be verified by attempting to remove the aligned track from the mix: For this we need to subtract it and observe the resulting drop in energy.

Figure 2 shows this on a mix from [9]: we can observe that for all but the 2nd and last tracks the mix energy shows a drop of over 15 dB. Because of the missing sub-sample alignment, mainly the low-frequency material is suppressed.
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